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stop the spread!

This page is a reminder to

continue to follow CDC

health recommendations

as a way to honor the

lives that have been

affected by COVID-19.

it is within our power

to keep ourselves and

our community safe.

To learn more about

the Covid-19

Pandemic, scan

the code bellow.

Wear a mask, especially in public. It can limit your exposure to potentially          

 infectious droplets from others as well as protect others around you from yours.

Watch your distance. Practice physical distance (6 feet apart) from others to keep

potentially infectious droplets from you and yours from others.

Wash your hands. Wash those germs off your hands with soap, water, and 20 seconds of

your time. 

Wait in line to be vaccinated. Use the resources below to find Madera County vaccination

sites or to find out more information about the pandemic. 

follow the 4 w's

dial 311 to Speak to a live

person, Available 7 days a

week, Text MADERAVAX to

888777, or Download the

"MadCo Services" App 

Find testing & vaccination

sites near you

 "when you’re in a situation where the

people surrounding you are in a life or death state

regarding a virus, you want to do what you can to

protect those around you that you love to the

best of your extent “ -anonymous Madera Youth

Q: “Why did you get the vaccine?”

 

 Response: “Because I don’t want to get

sick, obviously. But I know when you

vaccinate when you’re able to, it does

really protect the people who can’t. It

doesn’t just protect me, but it does

protect those that can’t or

don’t have the vaccination.”

- ANONYMOUS MADRA YOUTH 

QUOTE FROM A HERO

QUOTE FROM A HERO



Listen to

your body 

Your body is key to knowing

what you feel or need. Seek

help when feeling unwell.

A brain full

of ideas

Eyes for

spotting

opportunities

A heart full

of passion

A stomach for

trusting your

gut

Thick skin to

cope with the

lows

Dancing feet

to celebrate

the wins

trust yourself:

covid-19 symptoms

loss of taste/smell, fever or

chills, cough, shortness of breath,

Fatigue, Nausea, or vomiting

color me!color me!



Which 

emotions 

are coming 

up for me? 

(Circle them)

how am i doing

today?

what's going on in my

world?

what's going on in the outside world?

Where do

I notice

them in and

around my

body?

How will i care for myself &

others today?

h
o
w

's
 m

y energy tan
k
?

is my check

engine light

on?



Phases of your power

Foods; avocado, broccoli,

carrots, cashews

Exercise; weight training &

High-Intensity Interval

Training

Facts; high metabolism,

energetic, outgoing, positive

2. Follicular phase:

find out

more here!

Foods; walnuts, sunflower seeds, cilantro, cauliflower,

cabbage, ginger, apples, pears

Exercise; intense exercises 

Facts; you may havefeelings of Depression, skin trouble,

beginning of PMS, fatigue, increased body temperature

4. Luteal phase:

Foods; kale,

blueberries,

watermelon,

grapes, black

beans 

Exercise; low

impact activities 

Facts; weak

defense system,

skin can get dry,

low body

temperature 

1. Period /Menstrual

phase:

Foods; strawberry, bell

pepper, tomatoes,

cucumber, coconut, papaya 

Exercises; yoga and

stretching 

Facts; skin at its best, high

body temperature, appetite

increase, less energetic,

social withdrawal

3. Ovulating phase: 

learn about each phase & how you can

support your body through foods & exercise



Subjective Objective Possessive adjective Possessive pronoun Reflexive

She smiles I like her Her hat is blue That is hers She likes herself

He smiles I like him His hat is blue That is his He likes himself

They smile I like them Their hat is blue That is theirs They like themself

Ze smiles I like zir Zir hat is blue That is zirs Ze likes zirself

Hir smiles I like hir Hir hat is blue That is hirs Hir likes hirself

Xe smiles I like xem Xem hat is blue That is xyrs Xe likes xemself

L: Lesbian

G: Gay

T: Transgender

Q: Queer

I: Intersex

A: Asexual

What does LGBTQIA+ stand for?
* many gender and

sexualities that are

not explicitly

mentioned in the

acronym

Pronouns are nouns 

that we use to describe or refer to

a specific person. We can define a

pronoun as a ‘pointing’ term.

Everyone 
has pronouns!

Note: There has been some debate about what the ‘A’ in

LGBTQIA+ stands for. We can acknowledge that it has been

                           important for allies to be part of the queer 

                           movement, but also note that there are

                           many queer people who identify as asexual

                           and/or aromantic that should be recognized

                           before our allies.

                           There are other alphabet variants to

                           describe the queer community. If you are

                           interested in learning more, the world wide

                           web is at your fingertips to explore!

A pronoun is a word that refers to

either the people talking (“I” or “you”)

 

or 

 

someone or something that is being talked

about (like “she”, “it”, “them"

and “this”).

 

Gender pronouns (he/she/they/ze etc.)

specifically refer to the person

and gender identity

We should normalize askingsomeone what pronouns they usein order to respect their identity.You do not have to be super savvyon the ins-and-outs of genderidentity to ask about pronouns.You are simply asking “how shouldI refer to you in a conversation?”

When in doubt, ask. 



Renaissance, and in the late 1940s became one of the many black artist

expatriates who left America and emigrated to Europe. 

Baldwin’s decision to leave America was mainly because of the, “strained

relations with his stepfather, problems over sexual identity, suicide of

a friend, and racism”(Finding Out: And Intro to LGBTQ+ Studies 270). 

It is important to note that during the early 20th century, African-

American artists emigrated to Paris during this time to escape American

racism, as well as those who were gay or lesbian because Paris was

much more accepting of homosexuality than the United States (Finding

Out: And Intro to LGBTQ+ Studies 269).

While living in France, Baldwin wrote one of his most recognized queer

novels Giovanni’s Room (1956), which follows an American white man

living in France and grappling with his homosexuality (Finding Out: An

Intro to LGBT Studies 270). Baldwin further explored homosexuality

with his later novels such as Another Country (1962) and Tell Me How

Long the Train’s Been Gone 

(1968). These 3 novels all have some 

form of intersectionality happening 

between them, with Baldwin’s 

LGBTQ+ History

James Baldwin
For more LGBTQ+ resources visit: linktr.ee/maderalgbtq

In our last issue of this book,

we went over some queer

history that is not often

talked about. And in this

edition, I wanted to talk about

some individuals you may or

may not have heard about

that were queer. While this is

a small blurb, I recommend

looking into their work to get

a better understanding of

their character, and the

values that they stood for.

James Baldwin (August 2, 1924

- December 1, 1987) was an

African American writer and

novelist, whose work is

recognized decades later

amongst the English literary

arts and queer communities. 

Baldwin grew up in Harlem, 

New York during the Harlem

examination of both sexuality and race being intertwined

into his works (Finding Out: An Intro to LGBT Studies 270).

While living in France, Baldwin wrote one of his most

recognized queer novels Giovanni’s Room (1956), which

follows an American white man living in France and

grappling with his homosexuality (Finding Out: An 

Intro to LGBT Studies 270). 

Scan code For more

LGBTQ+ resources 

or visit:

linktr.ee/maderalgbtq

https://linktr.ee/maderalgbtq
https://linktr.ee/maderalgbtq


Can baking help REDUCE STRESS?

Vanilla cupcakes

& Confetti Cake

Batter Cookies

(1 ¾ cups) self-raising/ plain flour

(¾ cup) caster sugar

(¾ cup) butter, or margarine

(½ tsp) baking powder

(½ tsp) vanilla extract

(3) eggs

Vanilla cupcake ingredients:

Instructions:

mix the flour, caster sugar, butter, baking

powder, vanilla extract, and the cracked

eggs in a sizable bowl or freestanding mixer.

The batter should be smooth once mixed.

In your 

cupcake 

containers, 

divide the 

batter, they 

should be roughly 

3/4 full. This measure can be obtained with an ice cream
or soup spoon. The cupcakes should be baked for 12 to
15 minutes. When they have risen and turned a lovely
golden brown color, they are ready! 

A metal skewer can be used to check; insert it in the
middle, and if it emerges cleanly, they are certainly
finished. 

Instructions:

In a large bowl, combine the butter and icing

sugar and being to mix. Slowly add the milk

with a few drops of vanilla extract. About 5

minutes of mixing is required; the longer you

mix it, the softer and fluffier it gets! 

On a well floured surface, roll 

the dough to a thickness of 1/4 inch.  

use a cookie cutter to obtain shape. 

add sprinkles if desired. 

 

 apply egg white mixture to'

the dough with a pastry brush. 

 

Put the dough on an ungreased baking 

sheet about 1 inch apart. 

 

bake For 8 to 10 minutes. 

BUTTERCREAM

INGREDIENTS:

Either use a butter

knife to spread the

icing on top of your

cupcakes or pipe the

frosting onto them.

(2/3 cup) butter softened

(2 cups) icing/

confectioners sugar

(25ml) milk

vanilla extract

Confetti Cake

Batter Cookies

(1/2 cup) butter softened

(1 tsp) vanilla extract

(2) eggs

(1) Funfetti cake mix package

Sprinkles

Confetti Cake Batter Cookie ingredients:

Instructions:

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. combine Cake mix, butter,

eggs, and vanilla extract. Cover and refrigerate for two

hours or until the mixture is stiff enough to roll. 



Have you checked out

the Madera Flea Market?

they're open open every

Wednesday and Sunday

from 6 AM – 3 PM! find

more info here

parents, 

don't be afraid

to talk to your kids

about mental health! 
Check out some

helpful tips here:



communication

tips!
"I'm not

comfortable

with that" 

" Can I have

room to say

what i think"

"I

understand

your point of

view..."
"Can we talk

about this...

maybe later..."

"I appreciate

you trying to

understand me""I don't agree

but that is

ok"

 "What you

said really

hurt my

feeling"

Communication is important. Parents - be understanding, listen and

encourage youth to seek help when needed. Don't be afraid to Talk

to each other about your differences. Youth - don't be afraid to

speak to your parents here are some sentence starters



Mental Health is like the engine to

our car. If its not working then it

effects everything about the car. 

Sometimes our car can get

overheated and need a break.

That's okay because

recharging is good.  

mentalEvery Part of
YOU Matters!

emotional

Emotional health is like the

music playing in the car. Depending

on the drivers music taste

depends on their mood. Just like

depending on how our day is going

it affects our emotions Emotions

can be hard to process just like

sometimes we don't know what

song to play. 

Physical Health is like the looks of our car.

We have to keep it clean and healthy both on the inside and

outside. Even with cars you need to make sure you drive it so it stays

healthy. Just like people need to exercise to keep our bodies healthy. 

Physical



Explore Nature

 

Whether it is hiking in Yosemite or taking a

walk in your neighborhood take some time to

go outside and breathe the fresh air. You can

wake up early to see the sunrise or go outside

during the afternoon to watch the sunset.

take yourself out on a date! 

 

Get dressed up or stay in

your pjs either, way let the

priority be yourself! You can

go out to eat at a nice

restaurant with yourself,

go shopping, or even stay

home doing whatever

hobby you love.

Practice Self Care!

 

Want to step away from

social media, only watching

television, or just find a

way to escape reality for a

little while? Here are

a few things

to try!

set goals
 

Everyone is different, meaning everyone's goals will

be different as well. You don't need a new year to

start to start new goals. You can do it whenever

you'd like. You can decide to eat better or exercise

more. I may be to read more or spend more time

with certain person. Let the goals be for you. 

What are some

emotions that

you feel a lot?

"Angry" "confused" "sad"

"smug" "interested" "indifferent"

"mischievous" "hot" "relieved"

"surprised" "happy" "stressed"



let's talk healthy
relationships

communicating

respectful

trusting

                        A healthy 

relationship means people are:  

Healthy

honest

equal

making mutual choices

enjoying personal time away

from each other

                                you may be in an     

unhealthy relationship if others

are:

unHealthy
not communicating 

disrespectful

trying to take control

only spending time together

pressured into activities 

not trusting

dishonest

                      abuse is occurring in a relationship when someone is:abusive

communicating in a hurtful or

threatening way

in a romantic relationship, accusing the

other of cheating when it's untrue

denying their actions are abusive

isolating you from others

mistreating

controlling

for more

info visit:

if you need help, call

1.800.799.safe (7233)

or text "start"  

to 88788



Gummy bears & Strawberry Ice cream

Grey’s Anatomy (Netflix), Modern Family (Hulu), 

Crash landing on You (Netflix), Hidden Figures (Hulu)

Ragnarok on Netflix

Seven Deadly Sins

Beto

recommendations from our team!

Valerie
Me before you, The Little Book of Nature Blessings

Ja’rae

Homemade

Biscuits and Gravy

OR Chicken Noodle

Soup. Otherwise

Cheese/Jerky sticks

and salty chips.

Jaylee

The pitaya bowl from 

rio acai bowl

Sweet Home, Neon Genesis

Evangelion, Vinland Saga

(all on Netflix) 

Magnus Chase & The Remarried

Princess

Karina Dutch Bros

Grey's Anatomy,

Tinkerbell, & 

The Rookie

Verity & A Good

Girl’s Guide To

Murder

Joyce
Açaí bowls or

smoothies

Grey’s

Anatomy &

Gilmore Girls

The Summer I

Turned Pretty

A Munchie Meal from Jack in the box

MADERAMADERAMADERA



Madera has a lot of stray dogs 

& cats, but we want to help! find

the 7 hidden dogs in this zine and

then scan the qr codes below.

#adoptdontshop

cats

dogs

home

remedies!
try this drink to support your 

respiratory tract, ease the common cold, 

allergies, or to clear your lungs:

add any of the following to your drink to your desired amount

Ginger, Turmeric, Purple Onion, Garlic, Oregano Leaves, Cinnamon,

Limon and Honey

mix together and Enjoy! 

1.

2.

3.




